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POLES OF ARCHIMEDEAN ZETA FUNCTIONS FOR
ANALYTIC MAPPINGS
E. LEON-CARDENAL, WILLEM VEYS, AND W. A. ZU~NIGA-GALINDO
Abstract. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U ! Kl, with K = R or C, be a K-analytic
mapping dened on an open set U  Kn, and let  be a smooth function on U
with compact support. In this paper, we give a description of the possible poles
of the local zeta function attached to (f ;) in terms of a log-principalization
of the ideal If = (f1; : : : ; fl). When f is a non-degenerate mapping, we
give an explicit list for the possible poles of Z(s;f) in terms of the normal
vectors to the supporting hyperplanes of a Newton polyhedron attached to
f , and some additional vectors (or rays) that appear in the construction of
a simplicial conical subdivision of the rst orthant. These results extend the
corresponding results of Varchenko to the case l  1, and K = R or C. In
the case l = 1 and K = R, Denef and Sargos proved that the candidates poles
induced by the extra rays required in the construction of a simplicial conical
subdivision can be discarded from the list of candidate poles. We extend the
Denef-Sargos result arbitrary l  1. This yields in general a much shorter list
of candidate poles, that can moreover be read o immediately from   (f).
1. Introduction
We take K = R or C. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U ! Kl be a K-analytic mapping
dened on an open U in Kn. Let  : U ! C be a smooth function on U with
compact support. Then the local zeta function attached to (f ;) is dened as
Z(s;f) =
Z
Knrf 1(0)
 (x) jf(x)jsK jdxj;
for s 2 C with Re(s) > 0, where jdxj is the Haar measure on Kn. The local
zeta functions have a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. In
the case l = 1, the meromorphic continuation of Z(s;f) was established jointly by
Bernstein and Gel'fand [3], independently by Atiyah [2], then by a dierent method
by Bernstein [4]. In [10], see also [11], Igusa developed a uniform theory for local
zeta functions over local elds of characteristic zero. In this context, there exist
asymptotic expansions for oscillatory integrals depending on one parameter which
are controlled by the poles of `twisted versions' of Z(s;f), see also [1], [20]. In
[18] , with l  1 and K = C, Phong and Sturm studied the stability of the poles of
Z(s;f) under small perturbations of f .
In this paper, we give a geometric description of the possible poles of Z(s;f),
including the largest one, in terms of a log-principalization of the ideal If =
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(f1; : : : ; fl), see Theorem 2 and Proposition 2. To the best of our knowledge a
such description has not been reported before, in the Archimedean context. (See
however Remark 1 and Proposition 1 when K = R.) When f is a non-degenerate
mapping in the sense of [21], we give an explicit list for the possible poles of Z(s;f)
in terms of the normal vectors to the supporting hyperplanes of a Newton polyhe-
dron attached to f , and additional vectors (or rays) that appear in the construction
of a simplicial conical subdivision of the rst orthant, see Theorem 3. These results
extend the corresponding results of Varchenko in [20] for l = 1 and K = R to the
case l  1, and K = R or C. In the case l = 1 and K = R, Denef and Sargos proved
in [5] a strong and interesting result: the candidate poles induced by the extra rays
required in the construction of a simplicial conical subdivision can be discarded
from the list of candidate poles in Theorem 3. We extend the Denef-Sargos result
to arbitrary l  1, see Theorems 4, 5, and 6. This yields in general a much shorter
list of candidate poles, that can moreover be read o immediately from   (f).
At this point we must mention that in the case K = R a description of the poles
of Z(s;f) can be obtained by using an embedded resolution of singularities ofPl
i=1 f
2
i , see [1], [11], [20]. In particular, one could dene f to be non-degenerate
as meaning
Pl
i=1 f
2
i to be non-degenerate in the usual sense, and thus one could
use all the results of [20]. We note however that there exist many mappings f
which are non-degenerate in the sense of our Denition 1 but such that
Pl
i=1 f
2
i
is degenerate in the usual sense, see Remark 4. Thus, our approach gives a ner
explicit description of the poles of Z(s;f).
2. Local Zeta Functions for Analytic Mappings
2.1. Fixing the data. We take K = R or C. For a = (a1; : : : ; an) 2 Kn we put
jajK = jajR or jaj2C, where jjR and jjC are the standard norms on Rn and Cn,
respectively.
Let f1; : : : ; fl be polynomials in K [x1; : : : ; xn], or, more generally, K analytic
functions on an open set U  Kn. We consider the mapping f = (f1; : : : ; fl) :
Kn ! Kl, respectively, U ! Kl. Let  : Kn ! C be a smooth function with
compact support, i.e.  2 C10 , with support in U in the second case.
2.2. Log-principalization of ideals. We state the version of log-principalization
of ideals that we will use in this paper, [7], see also [9], [22].
Theorem 1 ([7]). Let K = R or C and let U be an open submanifold of Kn. Let
f1; : : : ; fl be K analytic functions on U such that the ideal If = (f1; : : : ; fl) is not
trivial. Then there exists a log-principalization h : XK ! U of If , that is,
(1) XK is an n dimensional K analytic manifold, h is a proper K analytic map
which can be chosen as a composition of a nite number of blow-ups in closed
submanifolds, and which is an isomorphism outside of the common zero set ZK of
f1; : : : ; fl;
(2) h 1 (ZK) = [i2TEi, where the Ei are closed submanifolds of XK of codimension
one, each equipped with a pair of positive integers (Ni; vi) satisfying the following.
At every point b of XK there exist local coordinates (y1; : : : ; yn) on XK around b
such that, if E1; : : : ; Er are the Ei containing b, we have on some neighborhood of
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b that Ei is given by yi = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; r,
h (If ) is generated by " (y)
rY
i=1
yNii ;
and
h (dx1 ^ : : : ^ dxn) =  (y)
 
rY
i=1
yvi 1i
!
dy1 ^ : : : ^ dyn;
where " (y),  (y) are units in the local ring of XK at b.
The (Ni; vi), i 2 T , are called the numerical data of h for If .
2.3. Poles of local zeta functions. From now on we suppose that f 1 (0) 6= ;.
To f and  as in 2.1 we associate the local zeta function Z(s;f), s 2 C with
Re(s) > 0, dened in the introduction.
Remark 1. (1) When K = R the zeta function Z(s; f) of the mapping f is clearly
equal to the zeta function Z(
s
2 ; F ) of the function F :=
Pl
i=1 f
2
i . In particular,
it is known that Z(s; f) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex
plane, and that its poles are negative rational numbers and of order at most n,
see e.g. [13]. Also the list of candidate poles in Theorem 2 below for K = R can
in fact be derived from the function case, see Proposition 1. But since the proof
of Theorem 2 for K = C is also valid for K = R we prefer to state and prove it
simultaneously for both elds.
(2) Over K = C the meromorphic continuation can be analogously reduced to
the case of one real{analytic function. The point of Theorem 2 is the description
of the candidate poles in terms of a principalization of the ideal.
Theorem 2. Let f and  be as in 2.1. Let h : XK ! U be a xed log-principa-
lization of the ideal If = (f1; : : : ; fl), with numerical data (Ni; vi), i 2 T , for If .
Then Z (s;f) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane C and
the poles are contained in the union of
  vi
Ni
  N
Ni
; i 2 T:
Therefore the poles are negative rational numbers. Moreover their orders are at
most equal to n.
Proof. We use all the notations concerning the log-principalization h introduced
in Theorem 1. Let b 2 XK be a point, and (V ; V ) a chart containing it. Let
E1; : : : ; Er denote the components of h
 1  f 1 (0) passing through b. We set
f (y) := f (h (y)).
If r = 0, i.e., f (h (b)) 6= 0, then we can choose a small neighborhood Vb of b over
which jf (y)jK is positive and R-analytic, and thus
(2.1) jf (y)jsK = es lnjf
(y)jK is R-analytic in y 2 Vb and holomorphic in s 2 C:
In addition,
(2.2) h (dx1 ^ : : : ^ dxn) = (y) (dy1 ^ : : : ^ dyn) ;
where (y) is a unit of the local ring of XK at b.
If r  1, then we have in V that
(2.3) fi (y) = fi (h (y)) = g(y) efi(y), i = 1; : : : ; l,
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(2.4) g(y) = " (y)
rQ
i=1
yNii ;
and
(2.5) h (dx1 ^ : : : ^ dxn) = (y)
rQ
i=1
yvi 1i (dy1 ^ : : : ^ dyn) ;
where " (y) and (y) are units of the local ring of XK at b. Furthermore, there
exists an index i0 such that efi0(b) 6= 0. Then
jf(y)jsK = j" (y)jsK

rQ
i=1
jyijNiK
s ef(y)s
K
;
where ef(y) :=  ef1(y); : : : ; efl(y), in V .
We can choose a small neighborhood Vb of b over which (2.3)-(2.5) are valid, and
j" (y)jK ,
ef(y)
K
, j (y)jK are R-analytic. Then j" (y)jsK ,
ef(y)s
K
are R-analytic in
y for any s 2 C, and holomorphic in s 2 C, for any y 2 Vb.
Since h 1 (support ) is compact, we can take a nite covering of the form fVbg
where the Vb are homeomorphic under V to the polydisc P (0) in K
n dened by
jyijK < , with  suciently small and for 1  i  n. By picking a smooth partition
of the unity subordinate to fVbg, and using the previous discussion,
Z (s;f) =
R
XKnh 1(f 1(0))
 (y) jf (y)jsK jh (dx1 ^ : : : ^ dxn)j
becomes a nite sum of integrals of the following two types:
(2.6) I (s) :=
R
Kn
	(y) jf (y)jsK jdyj ;
where 	 is a C10 function with support contained in a polydisc P (0) and e
s lnjf(y)jK
is R analytic for y 2 Vb and holomorphic in s 2 C, or
(2.7) J (s) :=
R
Kn
(y; s)

rQ
i=1
jyijNis+vi 1K

jdyj ;
where  (y; s) is a C10 function with support contained in a polydisc P (0), de-
pending holomorphically on s 2 C. By using the Dominated Convergence Lemma,
we have that (2.6) denes a holomorphic function on the complex plane. The mero-
morphic continuation and the description of the corresponding poles for integrals
J (s) is known, see, for instance, the proofs of Theorem 5.4.1 in [13] or Theorem
1.6 in [11]. 
We indicate know why also the list of candidate poles in Theorem 2 forK = R can
be derived from the function case. We think this proposition has some independent
interest. A note on terminology: we still use the term log-principalization starting
with one function, i.e. with a principal ideal; usually one calls this an embedded
resolution.
Proposition 1. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U ! Rl be an R{analytic mapping on
an open U  Rn. Then h : XR ! U is a log-principalization of the ideal If =
(f1; : : : ; fl) if and only if it is a log-principalization of the function F :=
Pl
i=1 f
2
i .
Moreover, when (Ni; vi); i 2 T; are the numerical data of h for If , then (2Ni; vi); i 2
T; are the numerical data of h for F .
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Proof. We suppose that h is a log-principalization of the function F , with numerical
data (2Ni; vi); i 2 T (2Ni will turn out to be even). We work in the local ring
corresponding to some xed point of XR; recall that this local ring is a unique
factorization domain. Let y1; : : : ; yn be coordinates at this point, i.e., a system of
parameters of the local ring. We know that
F (y) =
lX
i=1
(fi (y))
2 = (y)
rY
i=1
y2Nii ;
where (y) is a unit and r  n. Let g(y) := gcd1il fi (y) and write fi (y) =
g(y) efi(y).
We claim that
Pl
i=1(
efi(y))2 is a unit u(y). Assuming the claim, we have that
at least one of the efi(y) is a unit. Hence
hIf = (f1 (y); : : : ; fl (y)) = (g(y))
and (y)
Qr
i=1 y
2Ni
i = u(y)(g(y))
2. So, up to a unit, g(y) equals
Qr
i=1 y
Ni
i , and
indeed h is a log-principalization of If .
We now prove the claim. We know that
(y)
rY
i=1
y2Nii = (g(y))
2
 
lX
i=1
( efi(y))2! :
Since we have unique factorization, either this sum is a unit, or it is divisible by
one of the irreducible elements of the left hand side, i.e., by y1, y2, . . . or yr. SayPl
i=1(
efi(y))2 is divisible by y1. We can always write this sum as
lX
i=1
( efi(0; y2; : : : ; yn))2 + y1(: : : ):
Then divisibility by y1 implies that
Pl
i=1(
efi(0; y2; : : : ; yn))2 = 0. Since we are
working over R this can only happen if efi(0; y2; : : : ; yn) = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; l. But
this is equivalent to y1 dividing all efi(y1; y2; : : : ; yn), contradicting that the efi(y)
are relatively prime.
The other implication is quite straightforward. 
Remark 2. We recall the description of the (local and global) log canonical thre-
shold, see e.g. [6]-[16]-[19], in terms of a log-principalization. Let K = R or C
and U an open submanifold of Kn. Let If = (f1; : : : ; fl) be a non-trivial ideal of
K analytic functions on U . Fix a log-principalization h : XK ! U of If as in
Theorem 1.
(1) Let p 2 f 1 (0). The (K-)log canonical threshold of If at p is cp(If ) =
mini2T; p2h(Ei)
n
vi
Ni
o
.
(2) The (K-)log canonical threshold of If is c(If ) = mini2T
n
vi
Ni
o
.
Proposition 2. Let f and  be as in 2.1.
(1) Let p 2 f 1 (0). If  is real and nonnegative with support in a small enough
neighborhood of p (in particular (p) > 0), then  cp (If ) is a pole of Z(s;f),
more precisely its largest pole.
Fix a log-principalization of If as in Theorem 1.
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(2) Say that c (If ) = viNi precisely for i 2 T( T ). If  is real and nonnegative and
its support intersects h([i2TEi), then  c (If ) is a pole of Z(s;f), more precisely
its largest pole.
(3) Let r(If ) be the maximal number of Ei; i 2 T; with c (If ) = viNi , respec-
tively cp (If ) = viNi , that have a nonempty intersection. Then  c(If ), respectively cp(If ), is a pole of order r(If ) of Z(s;f) when  is as above.
Proof. One uses the case of monomial integrals like in the case of one analytic
function, see e.g. [1, Chap. II, x 7]. The proof is a simple variation of the one given
in [1, Chap. II, x 7, Lemme 4] and [12, pp. 32-33] for the case l = 1. For K = R
one can alternatively use the case l = 1 and Proposition 1. 
Note that this proposition gives an argument to see that these minima do not
depend on the chosen log-principalization.
Corollary 1. Let K be R or C as before, and f as in 2.1. Let D be a compact
subset of Kn. Then
(1) jf(x)jK is locally integrable for  >  c (If ),
(2) Vol (fx 2 D j jf(x)jK  g)  c(If ) 
R
D
jf(x)j c(If )+K jdxj,
for  > 0 and any small  > 0.
Proof. The rst part follows directly from Proposition 2. Then the second part
follows via the Chebyshev inequality. 
Such bounds on volumes have recently emerged as central to aspects of complex
dierential geometry, see [18] and references therein.
3. Newton Polyhedra and Log-Principalizations
We collect some results about Newton polyhedra and log-principalizations fol-
lowing [21] and the references therein. In this section we take again K = R or
K = C .
We set R+ := fx 2 R j x > 0g. Let G be a nonempty subset of Nn. The
Newton polyhedron   =   (G) associated to G is the convex hull in Rn+ of the set
[m2G
 
m+ Rn+

. For instance classically one associates a Newton polyhedron (at
the origin) to g(x) =
P
m cmx
m (x = (x1; : : : ; xn), g(0) = 0), being a noncon-
stant polynomial function over K or a K{analytic function in a neighborhood of
the origin, where G = supp(g) := fm 2 Nn j cm 6= 0g. Further we associate more
generally a Newton polyhedron to an analytic mapping.
We x a Newton polyhedron   as above. Let h; i denote the usual inner product
of Rn, and identify the dual space of Rn with Rn itself by means of it.
For a 2 Rn+, we dene
d(a; ) = d(a) = min
x2 
ha; xi ;
and the rst meet locus F (a) of a as
F (a) := fx 2   j ha; xi = d(a)g:
The rst meet locus is a face of  . Moreover, if a 6= 0, F (a) is a proper face of  .
We dene an equivalence relation in Rn+ by taking a  a0 , F (a) = F (a0). The
equivalence classes of  are sets of the form
 = fa 2 Rn+ j F (a) = g;
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where  is a face of  .
We recall that the cone strictly spanned by the vectors a1; : : : ; ar 2 Rn+nf0g is the
set  = f1a1 + :::+ rar j i 2 R+, i > 0g. If a1; : : : ; ar are linearly independent
over R,  is called a simplicial cone. If fa1; : : : ; arg is a subset of a basis of the
Z-module Zn, we call  a simple cone.
A precise description of the geometry of the equivalence classes modulo  is as
follows. Each facet (i.e. a face of codimension one)  of   has a unique vector
a() = (a;1; : : : ; a;n) 2 Nnn f0g, whose nonzero coordinates are relatively prime
and which is perpendicular to . We denote by D( ) the set of such vectors. The
equivalence classes are rational cones of the form
 = f
rX
i=1
ia(i) j i 2 R+, i > 0g;
where  runs through the set of faces of  , and i, i = 1; : : : ; r are the facets
containing  . We note that  = f0g if and only if  =  . The family fg ,
with  running over the proper faces of  , is a partition of Rn+nf0g; we call this
partition a polyhedral subdivision of Rn+ subordinated to  . We call


	

, the
family formed by the topological closures of the  , a fan subordinated to  .
Each cone  can be partitioned into a nite number of simplicial cones ;i.
In addition, the subdivision can be chosen such that each ;i is spanned by part
of D( ). Thus from the above considerations we have the following partition of
Rn+nf0g:
(3.1) Rn+nf0g =
[

 
l[
i=1
;i
!
;
where  runs over the proper faces of  , and each ;i is a simplicial cone contained
in  .
By adding new rays, each simplicial cone can be partitioned further into a nite
number of simple cones. In this way we obtain a simple polyhedral subdivision of
Rn+ subordinated to   and a simple fan subordinated to   (see e.g. [14]).
3.1. The Newton polyhedron associated to an analytic mapping. Let f =
(f1; : : : ; fl), f (0) = 0, be a nonconstant analytic mapping dened on a neigh-
borhood U  Kn of the origin. In [21] the authors associated to f a Newton
polyhedron   (f) :=  
 [li=1supp (fi), and a non-degeneracy condition to f and
  (f).
If fi (x) =
P
mcm;ix
m, and  is a face of   (f), we set
fi; (x) :=
P
m2supp(fi)\
cm;ix
m:
Denition 1. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U  ! Kl be a nonconstant analytic map-
ping satisfying f (0) = 0. The mapping f is called strongly non-degenerate at
the origin with respect to  (f), if for any compact face    (f) and any z 2
z 2 (K)n j f1; (z) = : : : = fl; (z) = 0
	
it satises rank
h
@fi;
@xj
(z)
i
= minfl; ng.
Remark 3. (1) The above notion of non-degeneracy agrees with the one given by
Varchenko for the case l = 1, see [20]. On the other hand, the previous notion does
not agree with the non-degeneracy notion with respect to a collection of Newton
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polyhedra given by Khovanskii in [15]. We refer the reader to [21] for a further
discussion about the mentioned non-degeneracy conditions.
(2) If we x l and  , then one can show, just as for the classical case l = 1, that
`most' mappings f = (f1; : : : ; fl), with f(0) = 0 and Newton polyhedron  (f) =  ,
are strongly non-degenerate at the origin. One can easily generalize e.g. the proof
of Lemme 1 in [1, p. 157]. However, just as for l = 1, we should say that there are
many interesting non-generic mappings.
(3) In [15], Khovanskii established the existence of an embedded resolution for a
variety using a collection of Newton polyhedra, see also [1] for the case l = 1. In [21],
a log-principalization for an ideal with generators satisfying the above-mentioned
notion of non-degeneracy and using one Newton polyhedron was established, see
Proposition 3 below. This result agrees with Khovanskii's result only in the case
l = 1.
Remark 4. When K = R it is again natural to try to study the mapping f =
(f1; : : : ; fl) via the function F :=
Pl
i=1 f
2
i . It is not dicult to verify that  (F )
is the `double' of  (f), i.e. obtained from it after scaling by a factor 2. Consider
however the statements
(i) F is non-degenerate at the origin with respect to  (F ), and
(ii) f is strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to  (f).
It is easy to verify that (i) implies (ii), but in general the converse is not true.
Consider for instance any strongly non-degenerate f for which ff1; = : : : = fl; =
0g \ (R)n 6= ; for some compact face  of  (f), e.g. f = (x2   y3; x2   z3).
In such cases the `classical' embedded resolution of a non-degenerate function is
not helpful, but one can use the log-principalization of a strongly non-degenerate
mapping of Proposition 3 below.
3.2. Log-principalizations.
Proposition 3 ([21, Prop. 3.9]). Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U( Kn)  ! Kl be a
nonconstant analytic mapping, strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to
  (f). Let Ff be a simple fan subordinated to   (f). Let YK be the toric manifold
corresponding to Ff , and let
0 : YK  ! U
be the restriction of the corresponding toric map to the inverse image of U . Denote
by Z the set of common zeroes of If = (f1; : : : ; fl) in U \ (K)n. When U is taken
small enough, either Z = ? or it is a submanifold of codimension l. In this last
case we have l < n and we denote the closure of Z in YK by ZY .
(1) If Z = ? (or if l = 1), the ideal 0 (If ) is principal (and monomial) in a
suciently small neighborhood of  10 f0g.
(2) If Z 6= ?, we have that ZY is a closed submanifold of YK , having normal
crossings with the exceptional divisor of 0. Let 1 : XK  ! YK be the blowing-up
of YK with center ZY , and let  = 0  1 : XK  ! U . Then the ideal  (If ) is
principal (and monomial) in a suciently small neighborhood of  1 f0g.
4. Poles for Local Zeta Functions and Newton Polyhedra
Given  = (1; : : : ; n) 2 Nn n f0g, we put  () := 1 + : : : + n and d () =
minx2 (f) h; xi as before. We say that  is a primitive vector, if gcd (1; : : : ; n) = 1.
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If d () 6= 0, we dene
P () =

  () + k
d ()
j k 2 N

:
We also dene
0 (f) = min
2D( (f))

 ()
d ()

:
Varchenko called 0 (f) the distance from the origin to   (f). The number 0 (f)
admits the following geometric interpretation. Let (t0; : : : ; t0) be the intersection
point of the diagonal f(t; : : : ; t) 2 Rn j t 2 Rg with the boundary of   (f), then
0 (f) = 1=t0.
Let Ff be a simple fan subordinated to   (f). Then the set of generators of the
cones in Ff , i.e. the skeleton of Ff , can be partitioned as f [ D(  (f)), where
f is a nite set of primitive vectors, corresponding to the extra rays, induced by
the subdivision into simple cones.
The numerical data of the log-principalizations constructed in Proposition 3 can
be computed directly from the explicit expressions for the generators of 0 (If ),
 (If ), and Lemme 8 in [1, p. 201]. The following theorem follows from the
previous considerations by adapting the proof given by Varchenko for the case
l = 1 to arbitrary l  1.
Theorem 3. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U( Kn)  ! Kl, with f (0) = 0, be an analytic
mapping, strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to   (f). There exists a
neighborhood V ( U) of the origin such that, if  is a smooth function with support
contained in V , then the following assertions hold.
(1) The function Z (s;f) is holomorphic on the complex half-plane Re(s) >
max f 0 (f) ; lg.
(2) The poles of Z (s;f) belong to the set [2D( (f))P ()[[2fP ()[(  (l + N)),
where the last set may be discarded if l  n.
(3) If 0 (f) < l, then s =  0 (f) is a pole of Z (s;f) as a distribution on the
space of smooth functions with compact support.
In the case l = 1 and K = R, Denef and Sargos proved in [5] that [2fP ()
may be discarded from the list of candidate poles in Theorem 3. This is a strong
and interesting result, yielding in general a much shorter list of candidate poles,
that can moreover be read o immediately from   (f).
In the next sections, we extend the Denef-Sargos result to arbitrary l  1.
Actually, we follow reasonably closely the approach of [5]. However, a number of
extra diculties pop up, for which a careful analysis is needed. In order to produce
a readable text, we have to recall in the sequel the main ideas of [5]. Our goal will
be to show the following result, for which we already indicate the starting point of
its proof.
Theorem 4. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U( Rn)  ! Rl, with f (0) = 0, be an analytic
mapping, strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to   (f). There exists a
neighborhood V ( U) of the origin such that, if  is a smooth function with support
contained in V , then the following assertions hold.
(1) The poles of Z (s;f) belong to the set [2D( (f))P () [ (  (l + N)).
(2) Let  be an integer satisfying 1    n, and let s0 be a candidate pole of
Z (s;f) with s0 =2   (l + N) (respectively s0 2   (l + N)). A necessary condition
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for s0 to be a pole of Z (s;f) of order , is that there exists a face     (f) of
codimension  (respectively of codimension  1) such that s0 2 P () for any facet
F ()   .
Proof. Dene
I(s;f) = I(s;f ;) =
Z
Rn+
(x) jf(x)jsR jdxj , Re(s) > 0.
This integral denes an analytic function for Re(s) > 0; I(s;f ;) and Z(s;f) are
related by
Z(s;f) =
X
2f 1;1gn
I(s;f(  x);(  x));
where   x = (1x1; : : : ; nxn). The result will follow from the meromorphic con-
tinuation of I(s;f), and the explicit description of its poles, cf. Theorem 6. 
5. Monomial integrals and Decoupages
From now on we take K = R and use all the notations introduced in the previous
sections.
5.1. Some Monomial Integrals. We give some results about the meromorphic
continuation of integrals attached to monomials that we will use later on. These
results are easy variations of well-known results, see e.g. [1, Chap. II, x 7, Lemme
3], [5, Lemme 3.1], [8, Chap. I, Sect. 3.2], and [11, pp. 101-102].
Lemma 1. Let 
 be an open neighborhood of the origin in Rk  R and let g :

 ! R be an R-analytic function. Let  be a smooth function with support in

 and containing the origin. Take a = (a1; : : : ; ak+1) 2 (R+r f0g)k+1 such that
[0; a1]     [0; ak+1] is contained in the support of . Assume that g(y; z) > 0 for
(y; z) in the support of , and dene
J(s) =
Z a1
0
: : :
Z ak+1
0
0@ rY
j=1
y
smj+j 1
j
1A zs+l 1g(y; z)s(y; z) jdy ^ dzj ; Re(s) > 0;
with 1  r  k and mj ; j 2 N n f0g for j = 1; : : : ; r, and l 2 N n f0g. Then the
following assertions hold:
(1) J(s) is convergent and denes a holomorphic function on
Re(s) > maxf l; 1=m1; : : : ; r=mrg;
(2) J(s) admits a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane, with poles
of order at most k + 1. Furthermore, the poles belong to[
1ir

 i + N
mi

[ (  (l + N)) :
(3) Let  be a positive integer and let s0 be a candidate pole of J(s) with s0 =2
  (l + N) (resp. s0 2   (l + N)). A necessary condition for s0 to be a pole of J(s)
of order , is that
Card

i j s0 2   (i + N)
mi

  (resp.    1):
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Corollary 2. Let r, k and l be natural numbers such that 1  r  k and k + 1  
r   l  0. Let U be a neighborhood of the origin of Rl. Let  be a smooth function
with compact support contained in [0; 1]r  U  [0; 1]k+1 r l. Set
J1(s) :=
Z
[0;1]rU[0;1]k+1 r l
rY
j=1
y
smj+j 1
j
 
r+lX
i=r+1
y2i
!s=2
(y) jdyj , Re(s) > 0:
Then J1(s) has a meromorphic continuation to C and its poles satisfy all the con-
clusions in Lemma 1.
Proof. The result follows from the previous lemma by using hyper-spherical coor-
dinates. 
5.2. Decoupages in Rn and compatible mappings. Let f = (f1; : : : ; fl) : U(
Rn)  ! Rl be an analytic mapping, strongly non-degenerate at the origin with
respect to   (f).
We x a simplicial fan Ff subordinated to  (f), and assume that the cones of
Ff of dimension n are 1; : : : ;m.
Denition 2. Let X  Rn be a measurable set in the sense of Lebesgue. A
decoupage of X is a nite family D = fD1; : : : ; Dmg of measurable sets satisfying
(1) Di \Dj has measure zero for i 6= j, and
(2) X r ([mi=1Di) and ([mi=1Di)rX have measure zero.
Dene
L : (0; 1]n ! Rn+ : (x1; : : : ; xn)! (  lnx1; : : : ;  lnxn):
Then L is an R-analytic isomorphism, and fL 1(j)g1jm is a decoupage of
[0; 1]n. In addition, for any smooth function (x),Z
[0;1]n
(x) jdxj =
mX
j=1
Z
L 1(j)
(x) jdxj :
In the sequel we will use a decoupage of the domain of integration to give a
short list of candidate poles for local zeta functions. It may happen that a map-
ping (f1; (x) ; : : : ; fl; (x)), restricted to certain components of the boundary of a
decoupage, has singularities. These cases will turn out be to annoying, but they
are rare and they can be removed by using homotheties, cf. Lemma 3.
Take vectors a1; : : : ; an 2 Nn that are linearly independent over R, and denote
 := f
nX
i=1
iai j i 2 R+g
for the closed cone spanned by them. For K  f1; : : : ; ng, set
K := f
X
i2K
iai j i 2 R+; i > 0g
and SK := L 1(K), with the convention that SK = f(1; : : : ; 1)g if K = ;. We
will call SK a sector.
Denition 3. We say that f is compatible with the sector SK if the following
condition is satised. For each partition fI; J;Kg of f1; : : : ; ng, with I 6= ;; J 6= ;,
and such that the face  = \i2IF (ai) is compact and non-empty, the restriction
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to SK of the map f := (f1; ; : : : ; fl; ) does not admit (0; : : : ; 0) 2 Rl as a critical
value.
We say that f is compatible with L 1(), if f is compatible with the sector SK
for any K  f1; : : : ; ng.
We say that f is compatible with the decoupage L 1(Ff ) = fL 1() j  2 Ff
with dim = ng (or compatible with Ff ), if f is compatible with L 1(), for any
n-dimensional cone  in Ff .
Remark 5. Note that the condition `the restriction to SK of f does not admit
(0; : : : ; 0) 2 Rl as a critical value' is equivalent to the two following conditions:
(1) if Card(K)  l, then rank
h
@fi;
@xj
(z)
i
= l; for any z 2 fz 2 SK j f1; (z) =    =
fl; (z) = 0g, and
(2) if 0  Card(K)  l  1, then for any z0 2 SK , there exists an index i0 = i0(z0),
such that fi0; (z0) 6= 0:
Remark 6. Set n = l = 2. Since any partition fI; J;Kg of f1; 2g, with I 6= ;
and J 6= ;, requires that K = ; and that Card(I) = 1, any  in Denition 3 is
a facet of  (f). Therefore f is compatible with a simplicial fan Ff if and only if
f1;(1; 1) 6= 0 or f2;(1; 1) 6= 0, for any compact facet  of  (f).
Example 1. Set f = (xa2   xb1; xc1   xd2), with a  d and b  c. Then f is not
compatible with any simplicial fan Ff , since fi;(1; 1) = 0 (i = 1; 2) for the facet
 containing (0; a) and (b; 0). Set T(3;2) : (R+ n f0g)2 ! (R+ n f0g)2; (x1; x2) 7!
(3x1; 2x2). Then f  T(3;2) is compatible with every simplicial fan Ff .
Example 2. Set g = (xa2 + x
b
1; x
c
1), with c  b. Then g is compatible with every
simplicial fan Ff .
5.3. Compatibility and homotheties. Subsequently we will use only the part
of the following lemma, stating that the sets Tl;k0 have measure zero. But we think
it is natural to state and prove it as below.
Lemma 2. Assume l  n. LetW0W1 be an open neighborhood of (0; 0) 2 RnRn,
and h : W0  W1 ! Rl : (t; z) 7! h(t; z) = (h1(t; z); : : : ; hl(t; z)) an analytic
mapping such that (0; : : : ; 0) 2 Rl is not a critical value of h. Set
M := f(t; z) 2W0 W1 j h1(t; z) =    = hl(t; z) = 0g ;
 :M ! Rn : (t; z) 7! t, and
Tl0;k0 :=
8<:
t 2W0 j h(t; z) = 0 for some z 2W1 and
rank
h
@hi
@zk
(t; z)
i
1il0
k0kn
< minfl0; n  k0 + 1g
9=;
for 1  l0  l and 1  k0  n. Then Tl0;k0 has measure zero, and the set of
critical values of  is the union of the sets Tl0;k0 and of the similar sets obtained by
permuting the indices.
Proof. We establish the result by showing explicitly that the set of critical values of
 restricted to a neighborhood M(a;b) of point (a; b) in M has the form Tl0;k0 . Then
by Sard's lemma Tl0;k0 has measure zero, for any l
0; k0. This explicit description
is achieved as follows: given (a; b) 2 M , by the implicit function theorem, we can
solve the system fh1(t; z) =    = hl(t; z) = 0g locally around (a; b), for l variables
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in terms of the others. Depending on the selection made upon the set of variables
several cases occur.
Case 1. All the depending variables are taken from the rst n variables. After
renaming the variables if necessary, we assume that
det

@hi
@tj
((a; b))

1il
1jl
6= 0:
Set t = (t0; t00), where t0 = (t1; : : : ; tl) and t00 = (tl+1; : : : ; tn). We also set
(a; b) = (a0; a00; b) 2 (Rl  Rn l  Rn) \M . Then there exist an open set G 
R2n l, containing (a00; b), and a unique analytic function g : G ! Rl, such that
g(a00; b) = a0 and h(g(t00; z); t00; z) = 0 for any (t00; z) 2 G.
Set M(a;b) = f(t0; t00; z) 2 g(G)  G j t1 = g1(t00; z); : : : ; tl = gl(t00; z)g  M .
Then
 jM(a;b) : M(a;b) ! Rn
(t00; z) 7! (g1(t00; z); : : : ; gl(t00; z); t00) ;
and the Jacobian matrix of  jM(a;b) is
J(t00; z) =
266666664
@g1
@tl+1
: : : @g1@tn
@g1
@z1
: : : @g1@zn
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
@gl
@tl+1
: : : @gl@tn
@gl
@z1
: : : @gl@zn
1 : : : 0 0 : : : 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 : : : 1 0 : : : 0
377777775
(t00; z):
The point (t0; t00; z) is a critical point for  if rankJ(t00; z) < n; this means that
rank
h
@gi
@zk
(t00; z)
i
1il
1kn
< l. Since
Pl
j=1

@hi
@tj

@gj
@zk

= @hi@zk and the matrixh
@hi
@tj
i
1il
1jl
has maximal rank around (a; b), this last condition is equivalent to
rank

@hi
@zk
((t0; t00; z))

1il
1kn
< l:
Hence Tl;1 is the set of critical values of  jM(a;b) .
Case 2. Some of the depending variables are taken from the rst n variables
(t-variables) and the rest are taken from the last n variables (z-variables). After
renaming the variables if necessary, we assume that
det
2664@hi@tj ((a; b))

1il
n l0+1jn

@hi
@zj
((a; b))

1il
1jl00
3775 6= 0;
with l = l0 + l00. Put t0 = (t1; : : : ; tn l0); t00 = (tn l0+1; : : : ; tn); z0 = (z1; : : : ; zl00)
and z00 = (zl00+1; : : : ; zn), hence t = (t0; t00) and z = (z0; z00). Then the depending
variables are t00 and z0. Consider a point (a; b) = (a0; a00; b0; b00) 2 (Rn l0  Rl0 
Rl00  Rn l00) \M . Then there exist an open set Q  R2n l, containing (a0; b00),
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and a unique analytic function q : Q ! Rl such that q(a0; b00) = (a00; b0) and
h(t0;q(t0; z00); z00) = 0, for any (t0; z00) 2 Q. Set
M(a;b) :=
(t0; t00; z0; z00) 2W0 W1 j (t0; z00) 2 Q; (t00; z0) 2 q(Q) and
tn l0+1 = q1(t0; z00); : : : ; tn = ql0(t0; z00); z1 = ql0+1(t0; z00); : : : ; zl00 = ql(t0; z00)

:
Then
 jM(a;b) : M(a;b) ! Rn
(t0; z00) 7! (t0; q1(t0; z00); : : : ; ql0(t0; z00));
and the corresponding Jacobian matrix is
J(t0; z00) =
266666664
1 : : : 0 0 : : : 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 : : : 1 0 : : : 0
@q1
@t1
: : : @q1@tn l0
@q1
@zl00+1
: : : @q1@zn
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
@ql0
@t1
: : : @ql0@tn l0
@ql0
@zl00+1
: : : @ql0@zn
377777775
(t0; z00):
The point (t0; t00; z0; z00) is a critical point for  jM(a;b) if rankJ(t0; z00) < n, that is,
rank

@qi
@zk
(t0; z00)

1il0
k0kn
< l0 = minfl0; n  l00g;
where k0 = l00+1. As above, this is equivalent with rank
h
@hi
@zk
(t0; t00; z0; z00)
i
1il0
k0kn
<
l0, hence Tl0;k0 is the set of critical values of  jM(a;b) . 
Given b 2 (R+ n f0g)n, we dene
Tb : (R)n ! (R)n
(x1; : : : ; xn) 7! (b1x1; : : : ; bnxn):
Lemma 3. Let f be a strongly non-degenerate analytic mapping at the origin
with respect to  (f). Let L 1(Ff ) be a decoupage induced by a simplicial fan
subordinated to  (f). Then for almost every b 2 (R+ n f0g)n, the mapping f  Tb
is compatible with L 1(Ff ).
Proof. We use all the notation introduced in Section 5.2 and Denition 3. Set
 = fPni=1 iai j i 2 R+g a cone in Ff , fI; J;Kg a partition of f1; : : : ; ng with
I 6= ; and J 6= ;, and K = f
P
i2K iai j i 2 R+; i > 0g for K  f1; : : : ; ng.
Assume  = \i2IF (ai) is non-empty and compact.
Case (Card(K)  l). Note that in this case necessarily l < n (since Card(K) <
n). We set  := L 1   where
Rn  ! R
n L 1
 ! (R+ r f0g)
n
;
(z) =
Pn
i=1 ziai, and the extension of L to (R+ n f0g)n is denoted again by L. We
also set
U = fz 2 Rn j zj = 0 if j =2 K, and zj > 0 if j 2 Kg;
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and
N =
8<: b 2 (R+ n f0g)
n j (f  Tb   )(z) = 0 and
rank
h
@(fi;Tb )
@zk
(z)
i
1il
k2K
< minfl; Card(K)g = l, for some z 2 U
9=; :
To establish this case, we show that N has measure zero. We may assume that
K = fk0; k0 + 1; : : : ; ng, by renaming the coordinates, with k0  n  l + 1.
Note that for any b 2 (R+ n f0g)n there exists a t 2 Rn such that b =  (t), and
(f  Tb   )(z) = f (T (t)   )(z) = f ( 1(t) 1(z); : : : ;  n(t) n(z))
= f ( 1(t+ z); : : : ;  n(t+ z)) = (f   )(t+ z):
Since f is strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to  (f) and  is an
analytic isomorphism over (R)n, by taking l0 = l in Lemma 2 we conclude that
N 0 =
8<: t 2 R
n j (f   )(t+ z) = 0 and
rank
h
@(fi; )
@zk
(t+ z)
i
1il
k0kn
< l, for some z 2 U
9=;
has measure zero. Since  is an analytic isomorphism, N has measure zero too.
Case (0  Card(K)  l   1). We show that the set of the b's such that
(f  Tb)(z0) = 0 for z0 2 SK has measure zero. This is equivalent to show that
Yz0 = ft 2 Rn j (f   )(t+ z0) = 0g, for a z0 2 U , has measure zero. Finally Yz0
has measure zero, because it is a proper R-analytic subset of Rn. 
6. Short list of candidate poles
6.1. Integral restricted to a sector. Let a1; : : : ; an 2 Nn, determining linearly
independent vectors of Rn, and  = f1a1+   +nan j i 2 R+g a closed cone in
a xed simplicial fan Ff subordinated to  (f), such that F (a) =  for any a 2  .
Set
I (s) := I (s;f ;) =
Z
L 1( )
(x)jf(x)jsR jdxj ;
for Re(s) > 0, where  is a smooth function with compact support, contained in a
neighborhood of the origin.
6.1.1. The change of variables for a cone. Set x 2 (0; 1]n such that L(x) 2  .
Then
L(x) = (  lnx1; : : : ;  lnxn) = 1a1 +   + nan = (  ln y1)a1 +   + (  ln yn)an;
for some unique y = (y1; : : : ; yn) 2 (0; 1]n satisfying L(y) = . Thus
lnxi =
nX
j=1
aij(ln yj) =
nX
j=1
ln(y
aij
j ) = ln
0@ nY
j=1
y
aij
j
1A ;
i.e.
xi =
nY
j=1
y
aij
j and x
 =
nY
j=1
y
haj ;i
j ;
where aj = (aij)1in. From these considerations, we dene
w : [0; 1]n ! [0; 1]n
y 7! x = w(y); where xi =
Qn
j=1 y
aij
j :
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By using w as a change of variables in I (s), one gets
(6.1) I (s) = jdet[a1; : : : ; an]jR
Z
[0;1]n
(y)
0@ nY
j=1
y
(aj) 1
j
1A jf(w(y))jsR jdyj ;
where det[a1; : : : ; an] denotes the determinant of the matrix with columns a1; : : : ; an
and (y) := (w(y)).
6.1.2. Description of w 1f0g. The set w 1f0g plays an important role in the con-
siderations below. We give here some properties of this set, proven in [5, Lemma
5.1] and [5, Lemma 5.2], that we will use later on.
Lemma 4. (1) Take y 2 [0; 1]n. Set I = fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng j yi = 0g. Assume that
I 6= ; and that  0 = \i2IF (ai) 6= ;. Then
y 2 w 1f0g if and only if  0 is a compact face of  (f):
(2) If V is a small enough neighborhood (resp. a neighborhood) of the origin
in [0; 1]n, then w 1(V ) is a small enough neighborhood (resp. neighborhood) of
w 1f0g in [0; 1]n.
6.1.3. Properties of f  w. Writing fi =
P
m cm;ix
m we note for any i = 1; : : : ; l
that
(6.2) fi(w(y)) =
X
m
cm;i(w(y))
m =
X
m
cm;i
nY
j=1
y
haj ;mi
j ;
what we can write as
(6.3) fi(w(y)) =
0@ nY
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
1A fi (y);
where d(aj) = minx2 (f)haj ; xi: If supp(fi)\ 6= ;, then the minimum of all haj ;mi
is attained at  and fi (0) 6= 0. If supp(fi) \  = ;, then fi (0) = 0.
From now on we pick a suciently small neighborhood W of w 1f0g on which
the series in the right hand side of (6.2) converges for every i. Then for every i the
restriction of this series to W \ [0; 1]n agrees with fi  w.
6.2. Meromorphic Continuation of I (s).
Theorem 5. Let f : U( Rn)  ! Rl, with f (0) = 0, be an analytic map-
ping, strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to   (f). Assume that
 = \ni=1F (ai) is a 0-dimensional face of  (f), and that f is compatible with
L 1( ). There exists a neighborhood V ( U) of the origin such that, if  is a
smooth function with support contained in V , the following assertions hold.
(1) I (s) is convergent and denes a holomorphic function of s on Re(s) >
maxf l; (a1)d(a1) ; : : : ; 
(an)
d(an)
g,
(2) I (s) admits a meromorphic extension to the complex plane with poles of order
at most n. Furthermore, the poles belong to0@ [
1in

  (ai) + N
d(ai)
1A [ (  (l + N)):
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(3) Let  be a positive integer and let s0 be a candidate pole of I (s), with s0 =2  (l + N) (resp. s0 2   (l + N)). A necessary condition for s0 to be a pole of I (s)
of order , is that
Card

i j s0 2

  (ai) + N
d(ai)

  (resp.    1):
Proof. We rst prove (1) and (2). By (6.1) it is sucient to prove the result for
(6.4) I
(s) =
Z
[0;1]n

(y)
 
nY
i=1
y
(aj) 1
j
!
jf(w(y))jsR jdyj ;
where 
 is a smooth function. By using a suciently ne partition of the unity, one
can express I
(s) as a nite sum of analogous integrals I
p(s), where 
p is a smooth
function with support contained in a small ball around a point p belonging to the
support of 
. The relevant points p to consider belong to w 1f0g. In the sequel
we may and will assume that supp(
p) is as small as necessary for the arguments
that follow. Several cases occur.
Case 1 (p is the origin of Rn).
Assume that 
0 is a smooth function containing the origin. There exists at least
one index i0 such that supp(fi0) \  6= ;. Hence, with the notation of (6.3), there
exists a small neighborhood of the origin V0; such that f0g  supp(
0)  V0; ,
and fi0(y) 6= 0 for any y 2 V0; . Consequently, we have that
Pl
i=1(f

i (y))
2 > 0 on
V0; , and then by Lemma 1 the integral
(6.5) I
0(s) =
Z
[0;1]n

0(y)
0@ nY
j=1
y
sd(aj)+(aj) 1
j
1A lX
i=1
(fi (y))
2
!s=2
jdyj
has a meromorphic continuation to C, with poles (of order at most n) belonging to[
1in

  (ai) + N
d(ai)

:
Case 2 (p has exactly r coordinates equal to zero, with 1  r  n  1).
After renaming the variables, we may suppose that the rst r coordinates are zero,
i.e. p is the form p = (0; : : : ; 0; pr+1; : : : ; pn). Let 
0 be the rst meet locus of the
cone  0 , spanned by a1; : : : ; ar; it is a compact face of  (f). Note that, similarly
as in [1, Chap. II, x 8, Lemme 9],
(6.6) fi(w(y)) =
rY
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
 efi(yr+1; : : : ; yn) +Oi(y1; : : : ; yn) ;
where the efi are polynomials in yr+1; : : : ; yn and the Oi(y1; : : : ; yn) are analytic
functions in y1; : : : ; yn but belonging to the ideal generated by y1; : : : ; yr. Here efi
is identically zero if and only if supp(fi) \  0 = ;. Furthermore,
(6.7) fi; 0(w(y)) =
rY
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
 efi(yr+1; : : : ; yn) :
For the sequel we redene fi (y) as
fi (y) = efi(yr+1; : : : ; yn) +Oi(y1; : : : ; yn):
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Set ep = (pr+1; : : : ; pn) 2 (R)n r. To accomplish the proof of Case 2, we need to
study the following three subcases.
Subcase 2.1 (There exists an index i such that efi(ep) 6= 0). Then there exists
a neighborhood Vp; 0 of p = (0; : : : ; 0; pr+1; : : : ; pn); such that f

i (y) 6= 0 for any
y 2 Vp; 0 and such that supp(
p)  Vp; 0 . Hence
g(y1; : : : ; yn) :=
 
lX
i=1
(fi (y1; : : : ; yn))
2
!1=2
> 0;
for any y 2 Vp; 0 , and, by Lemma 1,
(6.8) I
p(s) =
Z
[0;1]n

p(y)
0@ rY
j=1
y
sd(aj)+(aj) 1
j
1A g(y)s jdyj
has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plain with poles contained
in
(6.9)
[
1ir

  (aj) + N
d(aj)

:
Subcase 2.2 ( efi(ep) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; l and ep 2 (0; 1)n r). By the non-degeneracy
condition, the fact that w is an analytic isomorphism on (R+ nf0g)n and (6.7), one
gets for any y = ((y1; : : : ; yr) ; ey) 2 (R+ n f0g)r  (R+ n f0g)n r \fy j ef1(~y) =    =efl(~y) = 0g that
rank

@fi; 0
@yj
(w(y))

=
rank
2666664
0 : : : 0
rQ
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
@ ef1
@yr+1
(~y) : : :
rQ
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
@ ef1
@yn
(~y)
...
...
...
...
0 : : : 0
rQ
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
@ efl
@yr+1
(~y) : : :
rQ
j=1
y
d(aj)
j
@ efl
@yn
(~y)
3777775 = l:
Now this implies for ~y = (yr+1; : : : ; yn) 2 (R+ nf0g)n r\fy j ef1(~y) =    = efl(~y) =
0g that
rank
2664
@ ef1
@yr+1
: : : @
ef1
@yn
... : : :
...
@ efl
@yr+1
: : : @
efl
@yn
3775 (ey) = l:
Then necessarily l  n  r, all efi are non-zero polynomials, and rank h @ efi@yj (ep)i = l.
Since
h
@ efi
@yj
(ep)i = h@( efi+Oi)@yj (p)i, cf. (6.6), this last matrix having rank l implies
that we can choose new coordinates y0 = (y1; : : : ; yr; y0r+1; : : : ; y
0
r+l; yr+l+1; : : : ; yn)
in a neighborhood Vp of p, with supp(
p)  Vp, such that
fi(!(y
0)) =
rY
j=1
(y0j)
d(aj)y0r+i
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for i = 1; : : : ; l and hence
jf(w(y))jsR =
 
lX
i=1
f2i (w(y
0))
!s=2
=
rY
j=1
(y0j)
sd(aj)
 
lX
i=1
(y0r+i)
2
!s=2
:
Consequently
(6.10) I
p(s) =
Z e
p(y0) rY
j=1
(y0j)
sd(aj)+(aj) 1
 
lX
i=1
(y0r+i)
2
!s=2
jdy0j;
where the integration is performed over [0; 1]r U  [0; 1]n l r, where U is a small
neighborhood of the origin in Rl. By applying Corollary 2, we get a meromorphic
continuation to the whole complex plane for (6.10), with poles belonging to0@ [
1ir

  (aj) + N
d(aj)
1A [ (  (l + N)):
Subcase 2.3 ( efi(ep) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; l and ep 2 (0; 1]n r with at least one coor-
dinate equal to 1). By renaming the variables we may assume that ep has the formep = (pr+1; : : : ; pr+t; 1; : : : ; 1), with pr+i 2 (0; 1) for each i = 1; : : : ; t.
Claim. (1) If 0  t  l   1, there exists an index i0 such that fi0(p) 6= 0.
(2) If t  l, then
rank

pj(1  pj)@f

i
@yj
(p)

1il
1jn
= l:
Assuming the claim, we conclude when 0  t  l   1, by a similar argument
as the one given for Case 1, that I
p(s) has a meromorphic continuation to C
with poles contained in the set (6.9). When t  l, we can choose new coordinates
y0 = (y1; : : : ; yr; y0r+1; : : : ; y
0
r+l; yr+l+1; : : : ; yn) in a neighborhood Vp of p such that
y0r+i = f

i (y) for i = 1; : : : ; l. In this coordinate system I
p(s) has the form (6.10),
and thus meromorphic continuation is obtained as in Subcase 2.2.
Proof of the claim. Set I = fi j pi = 0g = f1; : : : ; rg; J = fi j pi = 1g =
fr + t+ 1; : : : ; ng and K = fi j 0 < pi < 1g = fr + 1; : : : ; r + tg. Set also
A = fy 2 [0; 1]n j yj = 0 if j 2 I, yj = 1 if j 2 J , and 0 < yj < 1 if j 2 Kg;
and bA = fz 2 [0; 1]n j zj = 1 if j 2 I [ J , and 0 < zj < 1 if j 2 Kg:
Given y 2 A, we denote by y^ the element of bA such that yk = y^k for k 2 K. Set
K = f
P
j2K jaj j j 2 R+ r f0gg and SK = L 1(K) as before.
If 0  t = Card(K)  l 1, there exists an index i0, such that efi0(p) 6= 0, by the
compatibility condition and (6.7). If t = Card(K)  l, the compatibility condition
asserts, for by = (1; : : : ; 1; yr+1; : : : ; yr+t; 1; : : : ; 1)
2 fby 2 bA j (f1; 0  w)(by) =    = (fl; 0  w)(by) = 0g;
that
rank

@(fi; 0  w)
@yj
(by)
1il
1jn
= rank

@(fi; 0  w)
@yj
(by)
1il
j2K
= l:
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Note for the rst equality that the restriction of ! to bA is a parametrization of SK .
By (6.6) and (6.7) this condition on y is equivalent, for
y = (0; : : : ; 0; yr+1; : : : ; yr+t; 1; : : : ; 1) 2 fy 2 A j f1 (y) =    = fl (y) = 0g;
to
rank
h
@fi
@yj
(y)
i
1il
j2K
= l;
what can be rewritten as
l = rank

yj(1  yj)@f

i
@yj
(y)

1il
1jn
=
rank
2664
0 : : : 0 yr+1(1  yr+1) @f

1
@yr+1
(y) : : : yr+t(1  yr+t) @f

1
@yr+t
(y) 0 : : : 0
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
0 : : : 0 yr+1(1  yr+1) @f

l
@yr+1
(y) : : : yr+t(1  yr+t) @f

l
@yr+t
(y) 0 : : : 0
3775 :
This nishes the proof of the claim.
The third part of the theorem follow from (6.5), (6.8) and (6.10) by applying
Lemma 1 and Corollary 2. 
Finally we state in the following theorem the meromorphic continuation of
I(s) = I(s;f ;) =
Z
Rn+
(x) jf(x)jsR jdxj :
Recall the notation
P() =

  () + k
d ()
j k 2 N

:
for  2 D(  (f)).
Theorem 6. Let f : U( Rn)  ! Rl, with f (0) = 0, be an analytic mapping,
strongly non-degenerate at the origin with respect to   (f). There exists a neigh-
borhood V ( U) of the origin such that, if  is a smooth function with support
contained in V , the following assertions hold:
(1) I(s) converges and denes a holomorphic function on Re(s) > max f 0 (f) ; lg,
with
0 (f) = min
2D( (f))

 ()
d ()

;
(2) I(s) admits a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane with poles
of order at most n, and the poles belong to0@ [
2D( (f))
P()
1A [ (  (l + N)):
(3) Let  be a positive integer and let s0 be a candidate pole of I(s), with s0 =2
  (l + N) (resp. s0 2   (l + N)). A necessary condition for s0 to be a pole of I(s)
or order , is that there exists a face  of   (f), of codimension  (resp.    1),
such that s0 2 P() for all facets of   (f) containing  .
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Proof. Pick a simplicial fan Ff subordinated to  (f). By Lemma 3 there exists
b 2 (R+ n f0g)n such that f  Tb is compatible with Ff . Since the change of
variables x = Tb(y) does not aect the meromorphic continuation of I(s), we may
assume that f is compatible with the decoupage L 1(Ff ). Parts (1) and (2) follow
immediately from Theorem 5 by the decomposition
I(s) =
Z
Rn+
(x) jf(x)jsR dx =
X
2F
I (s):
Part (3) also follows from Theorem 5 by exactly the same argument as in the proof
of [5, Theoreme 6.1(iii)], using [5, Corollaire 2.2]. 
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